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to use mathematics as a tool and do not care for the rigorous
development of formulas. For such, this book is well suited
in the subject matter it presents.
We find in this book the word "trapezium" used for a
quadrilateral with two sides parallel and the other two not.
This follows continental rather than English usage. The
encyclopedias and dictionaries do not agree in their definitions
of the terms "trapezium" and "trapezoid." A uniform usage
of the terms applied to the plane figures seems desirable.
The author of the book should be criticized for his selection
of a title. The book has to do with practical problem solving
and is not a mathematical development of the subject.
Mathematics means more than substitution in formulas.
T. E. MASON.

Elementarmathematik mm höheren Standpunkte aus. Teil II:
Geometrie. By F. KLEIN. Second edition. Leipzig, Teubner, 1913. viii + 547 pp.
IN this new edition, the text of the first edition* is reproduced with some minor changes, the literature references are
brought up to date, and notes (pages 531-546) have been
added on the following subjects: models illustrating affine
transformations, the relation of Grassmann's geometrical conceptions to the theory of invariants, the foundations of geometry, and recent developments in the teaching of geometry.
T. H. GRONWALL.

Elementare Algebra. Akademische Vorlesungen für Studierende der ersten Semester. By EUGEN NETTO. Second
edition. Leipzig, Teubner, 1913. x + 200 pp.
IN this new edition, some misprints in the first editionf have
been corrected, and there are also some slight changes in the
wording of various propositions.
T. H. GRONWALL.
Einführung in die Vektoranalysis mit Anwendungen auf die
mathematische Physik. By RICHARD GANS. Third edition.
Leipzig, Teubner, 1913. x + 131 pp.
To the second edition^ of this well-known text a chapter
* Reviewed by J. W. Young in BULLETIN, vol. 16 (1909-10), pp. 254265.
t Reviewed by J. H. Tanner in BULLETIN, vol. 11 (1904-05), pp. 441442.
t Reviewed by H. B. Phillips in BULLETIN, vol. 17 (1910-11), pp. 100104.
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on tensors was added. This chapter has been entirely
remodeled in the present edition, while the remaining chapters
show only minor changes.
T.

H.

GRONWALL.

Darstellende Geometrie des Gelandes. Von RUDOLF ROTHE.
Leipzig, Teubner, 1914. Small 8vo. iv + 67 pp.
T H I S pamphlet, forming volume 14 of the " Mathematische
Bibliothek" edited by W. Lietzmann and A. Witting, gives a
very attractive presentation of that part of descriptive
geometry known as the method of contour lines and familiar
from its application to topographical maps. The treatment
is of a quite elementary geometrical nature, and the main
topics covered are: determination of distances and angles,
lines of equal slope, intersections of curves and surfaces, and
computation of areas and volumes. Numerous practical
applications, mostly to engineering and geology, are given,
and eighty-two diagrams illustrate the clear and concise text.
T.

H.

GRONWALL.

Le Hasard. Par EMILE BOREL. Paris, Félix Alcan, 1914.
312 pp.
T H I S book belongs to the Nouvelle Collection scientifique
published by Félix Alcan under the direction of Emile Borel.
In it the author has given to the public the most interesting
parts of his lectures and researches on the theory of probabilities. His principal aim has been to put in evidence the
rôle of chance in various branches of scientific knowledge.
The work is divided into three parts. The first part contains a general exposition, remarkably free of formulas, of
the principles of the theory of chance. The second part is
concerned with the applications of the laws of chance to several
sciences, including sociology, biology, physics and mathematics. Among the physical theories treated are some of the
most recent, such as reversibility in thermodynamics and
radioactivity. The third part is devoted to the philosophical
basis of the laws of chance.
The book is not mathematical in its treatment. Only the
most elementary mathematics, usually nothing but simple
arithmetic, is needed for its reading. The discussions, however, are often illuminating. One interested in the general
problems of science or in the theory of probability will find

